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// Declare class h import java.security.Permission; import java.security.PermissionCollection; public
class h extends j.security.PermissionCollection{} // Constructor for h public h() { h.add(new
j.security.Permission("hacking", "Specific permission to access a resource")); } // Class J public class j
extends k.SecurityManager{} // Constructor for class k public k() { this.addPermissionCollection(h); }
The user can access all k objects since k is contained in the process' class loader with the h
permission. The user can also gain access to J as the class loader of J contains the h permission.
Components that implement the Java platform must check for permissions. The Java security model
does not expose such permissions and you should not attempt to directly check for permissions. If
you attempt to bypass the Java security model in this manner you will eventually introduce security
holes to the Java platform. The current process should also be granted permissions. There is no
provision for Java security manager to prevent code which is running in its own process from raising
its own security manager, so no permissions will be affected. Furthermore, the only code running in
a process is code running inside the process manager. This class of code is special and, unless you
have very unusual requirements, should not be checked at all. Since each user has a different set of
permissions, applications need to validate the permissions a user is requesting to make sure that the
permission is acceptable in that context. An application can get information about a user's
permission by invoking the //permissions/ element in the Capabilities object of a SecurityManager
that is created with a particular Permission object. Since different applications may request different
permissions or codes, it is recommended that applications override the //permissions/ value that is
returned when a user requests a specific permission with a specific code. This allows applications to
check to see if the user is permitted to request that permission for that code.
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